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REAL-TIME AND LONG-TERM MONITORING

Radar systems need thorough monitoring but radar observation and control applications
often provide much information at various places. GAMIC Dashboard is the perfect sup‐
plement for your Frog-Muran weather radar software suite. It provides a simple and yet
powerful overview of all important system health parameters from both single radar
sites and radar networks, accessible from any device with a web browser.

Check your current radar status indicators at a glance, analyze special events, compare
different parameters and learn about their association, or scroll through the past develop‐
ment of any BITE item value or other sensor data. GAMIC Dashboard helps you to know
your radar system better and to catch hardware issues early.

STATISTICAL OUTPUT DATA ANALYSIS

With GAMIC Dashboard it is easy to automatically analyze the temporal development and
statistics of any single and dual polarization moment. Keep your radar data reliable and
reproducable. For example, an integrated single-point analysis allows for the observation
of clutter power development of known clutter targets. This way, the loss of transmission
power (e.g. due to a parting magnetron) can be detected early.

DATA COMPARISON WITH OTHER SOURCES

To get more insight in your radar data, you can compare it with data from other sources.
Combine data from additional weather radars, lidars, profilers, gauges, or any other
instrument which is suitable for a comparison with your data.

GAMIC Dashboard is an easy-to-use and yet comprehensive browser-based remote
monitoring and analysis tool for your weather radar system health and output data. The
backend uses a powerful time series database while the frontend is based on a widely-
used interactive web platform.

Overview
» Flexible web application

» Radar status indicators at a glance

» Time series of radar system parameters

» Notifications if thresholds are exceeded

» Statistical analysis of radar output data

Features
» High-performance time series database
for efficient storage of temporal data

» Pre-configuration for interactive data
analytics and visualization web platform

» Seamless integration of GAMIC
Dashboard configuration into your
existing monitoring system

» Display temporal development of BITE
item values and other sensor data

» Thresholds, notifications, and alerts

» Monitoring of clutter or sun power
with single point analysis

» Comparison of radar data with other
data sources (e.g. other radars or
measuring instruments)

» User management with configurable
profiles and access control

System setup
» Data generation: Frog-Muran
weather radar software suite

» Host: Linux-based web server with
time series optimized database and
interactive web platform for
data analysis and visualization

» Client: any up-to-date web browser
(desktop or mobile)
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Remote system health monitoring and data analysis for single radars and multi-radar networks

Dashboard
GAMIC weather radar software


